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Abstract: According to the command quantity of customers and limits of distribution vehicle, in order to obtain more profit,
optimization study on vehicle routing and quantity is needed. Basic ant colonyalgorithm has slow convergence speed and is easy
to falling into local optimum when used to solve this problem, while max-min ant colony algorithm can overcome these shortcomings
and is the best algorithm to solve this problem at present. In this paper, vehicle routing optimization on constraints condition is simulated
with max-min ant colony algorithm on MATLAB, and the direction of vehicle routing and the least number of vehicle can be obtained
from the simulation results.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of scientific technology and
increase of economic globalization, the world economy is
facing unprecedented opportunities and challenges, and
modern logistics is an important part of modern economy.
In 2008, China’s total social logistics was 89.9 trillion
Yuan, 4.2 times increase over 2000, an average increase
of 23%; logistics industry realized an added value of 2.0
trillion Yuan, 1.9 times increase over 2000, an average
increase of 14%. As can be seen from these data, the
logistics industry makes great interests, but the overall
level of China’s logistics industry is low, such as: first,
low operation efficiency of the whole social, China’s total
logistics costs to GDP ratio of about 1 times higher than
developed countries; second, the less demand on
socialization logistics and insufficient ability of
professional supply [1,4].

Vehicle routing problem (VRP) is an important part of
the logistics system research. In order to reduce the
service providers’ operating costs, logistics system will
be done optimization on the vehicle’s path. Selecting the
appropriate transport routes can speed up response time to
customer needs, improve service quality, and enhance
customer satisfaction with the logistics system [4].

Vehicle routing problem is generally defined as: a
series of delivery point and/or receiving point, selected
the proper route with certain constraints orderly through
them.

To save logistics costs, two aspects are available [5]:
Improving efficiency, which is to reduce the costs of the
vehicles from the economic perspective; the reasonable
arrangement of vehicle distribution to improve the
professional logistics supply. At present, Max-min ant
colony algorithm is the better algorithm to solve the
vehicle path 1-4. On existing conditions with two
constraints:

Firstly, the vehicle maximum driving distances.
Secondly, the vehicle’s maximum loading, can

fundamentally reduce the cost of the vehicle to gain
greater benefits.

2 The Description of VRP Problem with
Constraints and the Model

A. The Description of VRP Problem with Constraints
VRP (vehicle routing problem), the vehicle routing

problem can been described as follows1: There are a
number of customer points, and distance and demand for
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goods between two customers are given. Each vehicle
starts from the distribution station, and come back when
reaching the limitations [6,8]. Vehicle’s maximum load
capacity and driving range are given.

B. The Model of VRP Problem with Constraints
Record the maximum load per vehicle for QV. The

maximum driving range for Lengthmax,the demand of
customer i for gi (i ∈ C). C is a collection of customers.
Set up:

Xi jk =

{

1, If the vehicle k along the path(i,j),
0, else.

Then we obtain the mathematical model [2]:

minZ =

{

∑
i
∑

j
∑
k

Xi jk ,∑
j
∑
k

X0 jk

}

s.t
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giyki ≤ QV,∀k (a)
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Di jyki j ≤ lengthmax,∀k (b)

∑
k

yki = 1, i ∈C, (c)

∑
i

xi jk = yk j, j ∈C,∀k (d)

∑
j

xi jk = yki, i ∈C,∀k (e)

∑
i, j∈S∗S

∑Xi jk ≤ |S|−1,S ⊆C ( f )

xi jk,yki ∈ (0,1), i, j ∈C,∀k

Of which:
Constraints (a) for the vehicle load limits;
Constraint (b) for the vehicle journey restrictions;
Constraint (c) to ensure that every vehicle access to each
customer only once;
Constraints (d) - (f) to ensure that form a viable circuit;
The targets are the least of vehicles’ number and the
minimum of the total road length.

3 Basic Ant Colony Algorithm

According to long-term study on bionics, the ant has no
vision, but it can release a special kind of secretion
pheromone on the path when looking for food, so that the
later ants can quickly find food. They will randomly
choose a path forward and release the pheromone when
coming across the path not passed by. The longer path is
going, the less amount of information is released 5-6. The
ants coming later will choose the path of large amount is
larger, this probability form a positive feedback
mechanism Over time, the path chosen by most ants the
greater the amount of information, while others gradually
reduce the amount of information on the path, eventually
the whole colony will find the optimal path.

Ant also able to adapt to environmental changes,
when the colony there is an obstacle on the path of

movement, the ants can quickly identify the optimal path.
Result that, in the ant routing process, a single ant has the
ability, though limited selection, but by the positive
feedback of pheromone the ant colony behavior can have
very high self-organization.

Ant path between the exchange of information, and
ultimately self-catalyzed by the collective behavior of ant
colony to find the optimal path5. Ants search path is
shown as Figure 1.

Assuming the ants are starting from the nest, there are
four food points, each ant needs to reach four food points
and then back to the nest, which is equivalent to a car to
four different customer sites and distribution of goods
(with the traveling salesman problem (TSP) related) [9,
12]. Ants depart from the nest, there are four selection
lines (1, 5, 6, 7), and each route is a two-way. In the figure
the length of 6, 7 were clearly longer than the length of 1,
5, and the pheromone on the route of 6, 7 would less and
less over time, so there will be more and more ants select
the routes 1and 5. And so, eventually the ants will be
based on the strength of the pheromone to find the
optimal path.

Fig. 1: The figure of ant search path.

4 Max-Min Ant Colony Algorithm

Because the shortcomings of the basic ant colony
algorithm can not be ignored, MMAS can avoid
premature stagnation phenomenon 6-8 [13,17]. At
present, Max-min ant colony algorithm is the better ant
colony algorithm to solve TSP problem (ACO) compared
with other algorithms. MMAS limits possible residue
pheromone limit of every path to[τmin,τmax], and keep the
optimum path after one cycle.

A. The Improvements over ACO
MMAS came directly from the ACO, mainly made the

following improvements:
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1) After each iterating, only the pheromone on the
optimal path is updated;

2) In order to overcoming the ACO’s shortcoming of
being easy to fall into local optimum, MMAS limit the
pheromone of each path to[τmin,τmax]. Pheromone will be
forced to set toτmin or τmax, if it excesses the value. This
can effectively avoid information of certain path far
outweigh the other path, keep all the ants on the same
path, make the algorithm falling into the local optimum
and not spread the path;

3) Initially, the pheromone on each path is , and when
ρ (the pheromone evaporation coefficient) take smaller
value, MMAS has a better ability to find better solutions,
andτmax andτmin are determined by following formula:

Pheromone has not been updated:

τmax(t) =
1

2(1−ρ)∗Lbest

τmin(t) =
τmax(t)

20

Which Lbest is the corresponding path length of the
global best solution, after pheromone updated,τmax and
τmin are decided by the following formula,τmin is the
same as (1).

τmax(t) =
1

2(1−ρ)∗Lbest
+

σ
Lbest

Whereσ is the number of ”elite ant”.
4) In the MMAS, all the pheromone re-initialization

when the system is stalled.
B. Pheromone Update
In this paper, we use a DC motor as controlled object

to analyze the system stability, the transfer function of the
controlled plant is expressed as follows9-10: Pheromone
update has two ways: local update and global update. In
this paper, the global update is decided, the best ant (the
top few ”elite ant” in the path constructed) for the
pheromone update, the update rules are as follows:

τnew
i j = (1−ρ)τold

i j +
σ−1

∑
u=1

∆τu
i j +σ∆τ∗i j

Only when the trajectory (Di, Dj) is passing by elite
ants µ , the pheromone on the path will increase
∆τu

i j(∆τu
i j = (σ − µ)/Lu) , which Lu causes the path

length of antµ . The pheromone on the entire best path
are increasedσ∆τ∗i j
(σ∆τ∗i j = 1/L∗) , L* indicates the current best path
length. Generally,σ ’s value between 3 to 6 is more
appropriate11.

C. The implementation of MMAS in a multi-constraint
VRP

1) parameters initialization, set the initial amount of
information on the path (Di, Dj)τi j = taumax , set up
distribution points for the initial node, and put the initial
node into the tabuk list, set the initial value for the

parameterα,β ,ρ ,ρ ; iteration number nc = 0, Ncmax is
the maximum number of iterations;

2) Into the iterative process, nc = 0;
3) Let all not visited customers into the set J;
4) If L (Ci, Cj) + L (Cj, Cj +1) + ... + L (Cm-1, Cm)>

lengthmax or g (i, j) + g (j, j +1) + ... + g (k-1, k)> QV,
save the current path and re-open a path, which starts from
the starting point that is the distribution point, repeat step
(3);

5) Pheromone update;
6) If set J is empty, then jump to (8) step;
7) Iterations nc = nc +1, and nc6 Ncmax;
8) End and output the results.

5 MMAS’s Application of Vehicle
Distribution Logistics on Multi-Constraint

Suppose logistics distribution center distributed goods to
13 supermarkets on the outskirts. Every car has certain
load and driving distance, and each path can not excess
the load of vehicle. Each shop is served only by a car. The
distance and demand size of each shop is on table 2.

Suppose that traffic control and congestion was not
taken into account, maximum load of vehicle was 10 ton,
maximum driving distance was 150km. MMAS algorithm
is analyzed with MATLAB and results path are separately
shown in figure 2 and sheet 1.

Fig. 2: MATLAB simulation diagram of the MMAS algorithm.

6 Conclusions

Vehicle routing optimization problem is a typical
non-linear combination problem, and it occupies a large
part in the modern logistics system’s cost control.
Max-Min ant algorithm is a good method to deal with
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Table 2: The specific circumstances of each supermarket
Distri-bution Distance between points Demands

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
0 0 48 47 40 33 46 27 46 38 46 41 29 33 35 0
1 48 0 80 55 80 93 72 85 83 93 16 76 78 12 2
2 47 80 0 86 46 57 55 13 61 45 81 36 59 70 1.5
3 40 55 86 0 55 62 42 83 48 70 39 59 45 47 2
4 33 80 46 55 0 15 13 37 15 15 72 11 14 68 2.8
5 46 93 57 62 15 0 22 46 13 14 84 24 17 81 2.5
6 27 72 55 42 13 22 0 47 11 28 62 20 6 60 2.2
7 46 85 13 83 37 46 47 0 52 33 84 27 50 74 3
8 38 83 61 48 15 13 11 52 0 25 73 25 5 71 2.2
9 46 93 45 70 15 14 28 33 25 0 86 18 26 81 2.5
10 41 16 81 39 72 84 62 84 73 86 0 70 68 14 1.6
11 29 76 36 59 11 24 20 27 25 18 70 0 23 63 2
12 33 78 59 45 14 17 6 50 5 26 68 23 0 66 3.2
13 35 12 70 47 68 81 60 74 71 81 14 63 66 0 4.8

Table 1: Vehicle routing optimization results
Vehicle i Driving Directions

1 0–2–7–0
2 0–11–9–5–4–0
3 0–6–12–8–3–0
4 0–10–1–13–0

these problems from the angle of cost savings. Two
constraints are added on this base in the paper, which
optimize the path and have a great economic value in
solving the vehicle routing optimization.
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